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Opportunity: 

Researchers at the University of Saskatchewan in collaboration with researchers from 
Cornell University have developed a novel test congenital stationary night blindness in 
Appaloosa horses. 

Background: 

The spotting patterns in Appaloosa horses associated with a gene known as “LP” 
(leopard complex).  The spotting pattern is a highly valued trait in these horses. It was 
determined by Sandmayer et al. [Veterinary Ophthalmology, 2007 10(6): 368–375] that 
horses homozygous for a mutant form of the gene (LP as opposed to lp) have a 
disorder called congenital stationary night blindness also known as CSNB. 
Homozygous horses are those in which both alleles of the gene are the mutant form, 
LP/LP.  Later, other University of Saskatchewan collaborators [Bellone et al. submitted] 
developed a test for diagnosing CSNB by analysis of animals’ DNA to detect the mutant 
form of the LP gene.  The mutant form of the gene appears to affect transcription of 
transient receptor potential cation channel, subfamily M, member 1 (TRPM1) gene 
[Bellone et al., Genetics 2008 179: 1861 – 1870 and Bellone et al., submitted].  
Decreased expression of TRPM1 in the eye and the skin is thought to cause both CSNB 
and LP in horses [Bellone et al., Genetics 2008 179: 1861 – 1870]. 

Test benefits: 

The current diagnostic method for CSNB is cumbersome and expensive and requires a 
veterinary ophthalmologist to administer it.  The new method developed by Dr. Rebecca 
Bellone and her colleagues requires only that a few hairs from a horse be provided to a 
qualified diagnostic laboratory. This test provides information to owners and breeders 
that can assist with managing and breeding their animals.  The test identifies, in the 
horse’s DNA, the mutation responsible for leopard patterning and whether it is present 
in both copies of the gene, only one, on not at all.  If the horse has both copies of the 
mutated allele (LP/LP) he will also have CSNB. Heterozygotes LP/lp horses have 50% 
chance to transfer mutant form gene to their offspring.  CSNB and LP is commonly 
observed in Appaloosa horses but also occurs in other breeds. 
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Researcher profile: 

Dr. Rebecca Bellone 

Research interests: genetic basis of coat color and associated disorders in the horse. 

Patent Status:  

US patent application no. 13/373911 (filled) on 12/5/2011. 
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Development Stage: 

The test is ready for licensing to a veterinary diagnostic laboratory. 
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